


What is a Plasmon ?

A plasmon is a density wave in an electron gas.  It is analogous to a sound wave, 

which is a density wave in a gas consisting of molecules.

Plasmons exist mainly in metals, where electrons are weakly bound to the atoms 

and free to roam. The free electron gas model provides a good approximation 

(also known as jellium model). 

In contrast to the single electron wave function that we encountered already, a 

plasmon is a collective wave where billions of electrons oscillate synchronously .



Surface Plasmon

Photon

Bulk Plasmon

Dispersion relation for Plasmons



Surface plasmons



Transverse EM wave coupled to 
a plasmon (wave of charges on a 
metal/dielectric interface) =  SPP 

(surface plasmon polariton) 

Polariton – any coupled oscillation of photons and dipoles in a medium

Note: the wave has to have the 
component of E transverse to the 
surface (be TM-polarized). 

What is a surface plasmon polariton?



surface plasmon length scales:

dielectric ε1

metall ε2

z

propagation length

Plasmons can be confined to nanoscale 
and propagate along nanostrips, through 
nanoholes, etc.
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The surface plasmon mode always 

lies beyond the light line, that is it 

has greater momentum than a free 

photon of the same frequency ω



Calculated dispersion of surface plasmon-polaritons propagating at a Ag/air, 
Ag/glass, and Ag/Si interface, respectively.

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) in different materials

Maier & Atwater, JAP 2005
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The surface plasmon mode always 

lie beyond the light line, that is it has 

greater momentum than a free 

photon of the same frequency ω.

This makes a direct excitation of a 

surface plasmon mode impossible!

OPTICAL EXCITATION OF PLASMONS



Note: we cannot excite SPP by simply  illuminating the surface! 

ki kSPP

θi

SPPii ksink =θ
Excitation condition

Impossible to satisfy!
ki is always less than kSPP

Maier & Atwater, JAP 2005
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METHODS OF PLASMON EXCITATION



Excitation of SPP:
Kretschmann configuration

Note: these SPP are not 
particularly small-size



Chem-Bio Sensing in the Kretschmann configuration

Nevertheless, this technique is simple and can be used when we don’t 
care about having short SPP wavelength

Example of SPR spectrum

Note: the angle is in the TIR range!



Integrated biosensor (Cambridge Consultants Ltd)



Gold  film







Exciting SPP (or any mode of your choice) by scattering light 
off grating

d

θi

Grating changes longitudinal wave vector of a photon by 

,...2,1;
2 =±= m
d

mK g

π

kSPP
ki

Coupling to SPP is achieved when SPPgii kKk =+θsin

This is effectively a (quasi-)momentum 
conservation



Grating can be also used to extract SPPs:

Bozhevolnyi 2007



Detection of SPPs by a tip of near-
field microscope

Sondergaard & Bozhevolnyi 2007



Plasmon absorption by metallic nanoparticles 

stained glass windows, glass cups, 
ceramic pots

Nanotechnology in Roman Times:  The 
Lycurgus Cup

Plasmons of gold nanoparticles in glass 
reflect green, transmit red.





Plasmon resonance frequency strongly depends on geometry



The shape of the nanoparticle extinction and scattering spectra, and in 
particular the peak wavelength λmax, depends on nanoparticle composition, 
size, shape, orientation and local dielectric environment.

Effect of size and shape on LS PR extinction spectrum for silver nanoprisms and 
nanodiscs formed by nanosphere lithography. The high-frequency signal on the
spectra is an interference pattern from the reflection at the front and back surfaces 
of the mica. 

Anker et al., Nature Mat. 2008



Halas, OPN 2002

Nanoshells: control of SPR wavelength over a broad range



When molecules bind to a nanoparticle, the SPR peak wavelength is shifted: 

What to observe?? (a) shift of the SPR spectrum

Anker et al., Nature Mat. 2008



Localized (near-field) excitation of SPPs by a metallic tip of 
a near-field microscope illuminated by laser light

Atwater et al. 2007



Plasmon waveguides made from chains of nanoparticles

Hohenau et al. 2007



Weeber et al. 2007

Propagation of a SP along a 40-nm thick, 2.5-
µm wide gold stripe, imaged by PSTM …

… and through the right-angle bend



Detection of SPPs with photon scanning tunneling 
microscope (PSTM)

Imaging SPP with PSTM

Zia et al, Mat. Today 2006



Elements of integrated photonic chips based on SPP



Plasmonic switches (“plasmonsters”)

H. Atwater, Sci. Am. 2007

THE DREAM: Plasmonic chips

Slot waveguide









H. Atwater, Scientific American 2007



Transmission through arrays of 
subwavelength holes

Wavelength of transmitted light 
depends on the hole diameter and 
array period

Barnes, Nat 2003



Evanescent field sensors with substrate sensitized to a specific 
molecule



Adsorbed molecules change the excitation angle of EM mode





Wave amplification (500x)


